Snazzi sun hood and transparent rain shield instructions

The sun hood and rain shield are two
separate items.
In order to fit the transparent rain shield, you
must first fit the sun hood (see instructions
below).

Fig. 1

Fitting the sun hood:
The sun hood will arrive folded flat as shown
(see Fig 2, right) There will be two thumb
screws, one on either side of the hood (see
Fig 3, below).

Fig. 2

First loosen the thumb screws on either side
of the hood.

Fig. 3
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The hood fits into the frame adaptors, which
are located under the slot in the top of the
seat back cover (see Fig 4, left). Please note
if your hood was ordered after the pushchair,
the sun hood slot will need cutting. Simply cut
through the middle of the slot using a Stanley
knife, being careful not to cut beyond the
stitched button-hole in the cover.
Fig. 4

Open up the slot and feed the mounting clip
into the frame adaptor, it may be easier to fit
one side at a time. Push the clip into the
adaptor until it locks in and will no longer pull
out (please note that the padded cover can
offer a bit of resistance, meaning it may be
necessary to push firmly to get the clip to
fully engage).
Fig. 5

Lift the front of the hood up so that it folds flat
and sits in line with the backrest of the
pushchair (see Fig 6, right).

Fig. 6
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Next lift up the back cover of the sun hood
(see Fig 7, left), and fold it over the back of
the pushchair backrest.

Fig. 7

Fig 8: The back of the hood cover fitted over
the pushchair backrest.

Fig. 8

Finally pull the front of the hood down to the
desired position (it may be helpful to hold the
rear bar in place). Once set at the desired
angle, tighten the 2 thumb screws. Each time
you wish to change the angle of the hood,
you must first loosen the thumb screws,
adjust the angle as desired and then ensure
that you tighten the screws to prevent them
falling off.
Fig. 9
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To remove the sun hood, undo the top
popper of the pushchair backrest cover as
shown (see fig 10, right).

Fig. 10

Then press in the locking clip and push up as
shown (see Fig 11, left), this will release the
sun hood from the frame. Do this for both
sides then remove and fold the hood.

Fig. 11

Fitting the rain shield:
With the sun hood in place and in the open
position, place the rain shield over the top of
the pushchair with the face flap to the front
(the face flap has a single retangular piece of
Hook & loop in the middle, as circled- see
Fig 12).
Pull the front of the cover down so that the
elastic goes over the footrest as shown.

Fig. 12
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Next, open the rear flap, and feed the push
handles through the flap. Fold down in
between the push handles and secure with
Hook & loop.

Fig. 13

Hook the bottom back hooks onto the plastic
bush on the rear frame of the pushchair as
shown (see Fig 14, right).

Fig. 14

Finally secure the front of the cover by
wrapping the elastic strap around the footrest
pole and hook back onto itself as shown (see
Fig 15, left).

Fig. 15
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Important:
•

When entering any building, ensure that you undo the Hook & loop flap at the
front of the rain shield and fold it up so that the occupant of the pushchair
does not over heat. If it is warm inside the building we would recommend
removing the rain shield completely. Similarly if it is a hot day we would
recommend that you leave this flap open if you have to use the rain shield to
prevent overheating.

•

We do not recommend that you ever leave your child unattended when using
the pushchair. Special care should be taken when the sun hood and
transparent rain shield are fitted to ensure the hood or rain shield are not too
close to your child’s face.

•

When using the sun hood to protect your child from sunlight, we would
recommend that this is used in conjunction with sun cream and appropriate
clothing.

•

Always ensure that your sun hood and rain shield are dry before you fold
them for storage. Do not put either of these items near a heat source, such as
fires, radiators and hairdryers as this will damage the material. Also, make
sure you do not store the rain shield in direct sunlight as the heat may melt
the adhesive. Both items can be wiped clean using a damp cloth.

•

The sun hood and rain shield must be removed when folding the pushchair.

•

The sun hood and rain shield must be removed when using the pushchair as
a seat in a motor vehicle.

•

The standard sun hood is made of showerproof black fabric. To protect the
occupant from rain you must use the transparent rain shield in conjunction
with the sun hood.

•

If you remove the screws from the hood for any reason please ensure that
you screw them back on to the hood through the hole in the fabric. Do not try
to stretch the hole over the screw as you may damage the material.

•

Always check that the thumb screws are tight to prevent them from falling off.
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